RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
Office of the Vice President for Research

The Research Development team at the University of Virginia is a strategic resource for promoting research development across the Grounds. As part of the Office of the Vice President for Research, our mission is to help UVA researchers identify funding opportunities, form effective teams, and develop successful proposals.

We provide services that add value to those of our partners across the Grounds and emphasize support for interdisciplinary research with the ultimate goal of increasing the quality and quantity of externally funded research at UVA.
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Email: vpr-rd@virginia.edu
Services

https://researchdevelopment.vpr.virginia.edu/services

Coordination of Large Collaborative Proposals
Help coordinate the development of large and multidisciplinary proposals, including:
- Proposal management for large, cross-disciplinary proposals
- Development of timelines, templates, and general knowledge for various components of the application

Limited Submission Opportunities
Lead the coordination of limited submission opportunities from outside sponsors
- Sign up for email alerts: send an email to iso_announce-request@virginia.edu with the word subscribe in the Subject heading (no capital letters or punctuation in the Subject heading).

Proposal Development Resources
Provide resources for proposal planning and development, including a library of successful proposals from UVA as a resource for research development across the Grounds

Successful Proposal Library
https://researchdevelopment.vpr.virginia.edu/proposal-library-netbadge

Proposal Outlines and Templates
https://researchdevelopment.vpr.virginia.edu/proposal-outlines-templates-netbadge

Research Development Tools
Enhance the resources across the Grounds by licensing, managing, and providing training on a variety of research development tools:
- Funding Discovery Tools and Training
- Research Development Management Tools
- Competition Management Tools

Liaison to External and Internal Partners
Serve as liaison to several external and internal partners, including:
- integrated Translational Health Research Institute of Virginia (iTHRIV)
- Oak Ridge National Laboratory
- The MITRE University Innovation Exchange Program
- The Medical Technology Enterprise Consortium and the Medical CBRN Defense Consortium
- The National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine

Webinars & Training
Provide and coordinate training and workshop opportunities in research development

Faculty Recognition
Provide guidance and assistance to Schools and faculty regarding select prestigious honors and awards, including:
- the National Academy of Inventors,
- Elected Fellows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the American Academy of Arts & Sciences